
$10,000,000 - 36000 Tenaja Truck, 
MLS® #OC24048562

$10,000,000
 Bedroom,  Bathroom, 10,454,400 sqft
Lot / Land on 240 Acres

N/A, , CA

240 ACRES OF PARADISE RIGHT HERE ON
ORTEGA MOUNTAIN !!! Nestled in its own
valley, with panoramic mountain vistas as far
as the eye can see, this ranchland stands
alone, unmatched in its splendor. Enter this
hidden sanctuary thats just minutes from the
hustle and bustle of Orange and Riverside
counties, is nestled among thousands of
majestic oaks, a meandering seasonal creek,
and vast open pastures is the last of its kind.
And for privacy seekers, it is surrounded on 3
sides designated as Wilderness in the
Cleveland National. And that means no new
neighbors. This property includes a newly
remodeled 2-bedroom, 2 story guest house
with two bedrooms, a spacious bonus room,
and a stunning new kitchen with plenty of
sunshine. And for all your toys theres also a
new 2,500 sq ft barn for your equipment or
livestock. This property is 100% off grid with a
new septic tank, a new solar system that will
run the house for days, and a back-up
generator for when the sun dont shine. And
Water  Water everywhere really is true here
with 2 deep wells both rated for 50+ gallons
per minute for all your home and livestock
needs. Youll also find several outbuildings,
including one with a central grand fireplace,
perfect for hosting your BBQ soires with family
and friends. Enter this gated sanctuary, where
nature thrives, and wildlife roams freely and
youre guaranteed to see deer every day, and
on your game cameras, bobcats, fox, coyote,
owls, hawks, and more. This is a



once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, a rare gem
awaiting its discerning owner. Don't let history
pass you by. Seize the opportunity to

Additional Information

County Riverside

Zip 92530

MLS® # OC24048562

Square Ft 10,454,400

Lot Size 240.00

Neighborhood RIV CTY-LAKE ELSINORE (92530)

Listing Details

Provided By: McGovern Real Estate Group
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